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NOTE FROM THE EDITORS

Dear Readers,

While Halloween might have passed, our love for horror and 
suspense continues. Here at the Inkwell, we encourage writers to 
explore a variety of worlds that have remained unimagined and 
to challenge what exists through creativity. We are proud of our 
writers and all that they have accomplished. In the aftermath of 
Halloween this Fall, we hope that you enjoy these frightening works 
our writers created. 

- THE INKWELL STAFF
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 Ring ring!
 That’s my alarm clock. I playfully silence it with my death-tacles and sit 
upright in my bed. Sunlight is streaming into the dusty attic through the tiny 
window near the top of the gable. Outside, I can hear children playing and 
squealing in protest as their parents drag them to the school bus stop.
 It’s time for another big busy day! That’s the thing about living in a 
cozy little town like Old Cubbidge. There’s always something to work on and 
somewhere to be, no matter who you are.
 I yawn and slink my way over to my wardrobe, where I thumb through 
my collection of human skins and try to decide what form to inhabit today. 
I settle on Becky Montague from next door, and pour my body in through 
her eye sockets to fill out her inner negative space. Breakfast today consists 
of human blood from my mini-fridge and some off-brand Cinnamon Toast 
Crunch that was on sale for two dollars. I just pour the cereal into my 
180-degree-unhinged maw and then pour the blood in after it to wash it 
down.
 From there, I pull the window open and clamber out onto the roof. 
There’s a very nice elderly family downstairs, Jim and Martha Crozier, and 
going by their incoming mail, they’re well-liked around here. Kids went off 
to college, they’re taking care of the neighborhood instead -- classic story. I 
can smell the searing flesh in the air as Martha cooks some sizzling bacon 
for their breakfast. I’ve wanted to introduce myself to them for a while, but I 
haven’t quite worked up the confidence. Ahh, maybe someday.
 But from there, it’s right to work with me. I meander through the 
neighborhood for a little while, waving to the kids on the sidewalk and the 
eldritch entity disguised as the elementary school math teacher. Before long, 
though, I’m on my way to my actual workplace. Mortal beings like to have 
daytime jobs, and you know what they say -- when in Rome.
 My workplace is in a pocket of extra-dimensional space in between the 
laundromat and the liquor store in the downtown strip mall. I wave my hand 
and let the third shopfront stretch out into existence, 12 Grimmauld Place 
style. The colorful sign over the door reads “Perty Certy.” The door is locked 
with an X-shape of chains and a steel skull over the center -- Janzob’enxis 
forgot to open up today. I roll my glamoured eyes and flatten myself into a 
skin-ringed pancake to slide under the door to get in.

“Old Cubbidge” | Nathan Schmidt ‘21
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 “Hey, Zolg! Long time no see!” rumbles a floating many-eyed being 
on the other side, thumping me on the shoulder with an appendage made of 
only eyeballs.
 “Ha ha, I get your joke, Mulbercreed,” I reply, snapping my fingers and 
giving them some finger-guns. “Even if you are cursed to see every fleeting 
moment of time as an endless eternity, hence your joke.”
 “Ha ha,” says Mulbercreed.
 I thread my way through the aisles and the cult artifacts to the back, 
where my co-workers are waiting in a circle around a large burning pyre on 
the tiled floor.
 One of them, my manager, his name is Mike, says, “We bought a new 
firepit, Zolg! What do you think?”
 “Oh, if I must,” I say, taking the unspoken hint. I then stretch myself 
forwards and skewer my flesh-vessel on a few crystalline shards from the 
Dark Plane, roasting Becky on the open fire while my true form bleeds out 
into a puddle on the floor.
 There’s a round of polite applause while I reconstitute, and Mike says, 
“Alright, next up we have a new project for our Q4 action items. I trust 
everyone brought their required reading?”
 The demon-ghoul to my left vomits a torrential stream of words and 
pure data onto the floor, causing it to pixelate and smolder with a rising cloud 
of otherworldly lore. “There it is,” he says.
 Another round of polite applause.
 I raise a psuedopod to speak, and then say, “This is a little off-topic, but 
my humans downstairs are hosting a barbecue this weekend. Shall we turn it 
into a harvest of the dead?”
 “All in favor say aye,” says Mike.
 There’s a chorus of screeching and grinding noises of assent from the 
creatures present, causing a brief dilation in time wherein I forget most of my 
workday.
 This is just how it goes. Old Cubbidge isn’t that special of a town, but 
it’s got a certain ineluctable charm about it. There’s always somewhere to 
work on and something to be, no matter what you are.
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 My eyes follow the rushing blur of greenery and nearby shops as Jason 
maintains a steady speed down Old Post Road.  My hands reach down to 
stroke the bump over my stomach and I feel it spasm. 
 It’s a terrible thing to call my child, but not nearly as bad as this 
pregnancy has been.  The car stops and we are left alone: Me, my unborn 
child, and the mounting anxiety I feel closing up my throat.  My stomach 
growls and I suddenly remember what “hungry noises” are supposed to 
sound like.  Lately I’ve been woken up by a different growl, low and curdling 
– as though coming from some sort of creature.  Just the thought makes my 
eyes sting and not long after I’m wiping tears off my cheeks.
 I look out of the window where orange and black streamers decorate 
the storefronts outside The Pantry where Jason waits on line for the Ezekiel 
bread I’ve been craving since last night.  It’s the only normal thing I’ve 
wanted in weeks.  What other pregnant woman asks her husband for venison, 
black licorice, and warheads?  Maybe that explains the weird colored vomit?  
Another rush of tears fill my eyes – I feel like I don’t know my own body 
anymore.  I wipe them on my scarf as the driver door swings open.
 The fresh scent of wheat and barley kick up through my nostrils, 
contrasting the crisp fall breeze.  “Good food cures all,” Jason says, handing 
me a brown paper bag.  “My mother always told me that.”
 “I don’t care,” I say, ripping off a chunk of bread and chewing through 
my next sentence. “I don’ wan’ ta talk abou’ oor mother right now.”
 He buckles his seatbelt and adjusts the mirror as I sit watching – one 
hand on the warm bread, another on my swollen belly, and neither on the file 
sitting in my lap.
 “I won’t tell her anything you don’t want her to know, babe. This is our 
business.”
 “Just drive.  We have one more stop before seeing Dr. O’Hara.”

***
 A slanted OPEN sign hangs from a dusty entrance windowpane as 
Jason helps me out of the car.  Closed venetian blinds obscure the inside of 
Woodbury Fertility Clinic through its glass storefront except for two bent 
strips where I’m just barely able to peer through. Sticky residue remained on 
the walls from where it appeared posters and signages had been torn off. 

“House of Horrors” | Nicholas Kyriacou ‘21
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Dust clouded the murky countertop where only a cracked computer monitor 
remained, its wire cord strewn across the counter.  The carpet had been 
ripped up too, and the rest of the room looked stripped.
 “I don’t get it.” My breath fogs up the glass and I turn away, now 
glancing at the adjacent storefront. I feel a shudder riddle down my spine as I 
read the words aloud, “Little House of Horrors.”
 “They got that right,” Jason says, pressing his hands to the glass and 
trying to get a clearer look inside the closed Halloween store.
 “Maybe they’re just renovat—” I start before I’m interrupted by a 
haggard looking woman, covered in drabs, who approaches me with a 
crooked kind of smile.  She places a gray, wrinkled palm on my belly.
 “It will be beautiful,” she says through cracked and missing teeth.  I 
feel a sharp kick as she pulls away.  “Shame what happened here.”  She nods 
to the clinic. I shoot a look at Jason who completely misses it.  I feel like 
punching him, and wish he’d do something about the old woman crowding 
my personal space.  When I turn back to give her a piece of my hormonal 
rage, all I see is her hunched little back retreating down the empty sidewalk. 
 “That was nice,” Jason says.
 “Not in the slightest.” I’m leaning my back on the windowpane, 
recovering from the kick.
 “It’s that time of year, babe. October’s made for all the weirdos to come 
and freak us out.  I think it’s actually a sign of good luck.”
 “I think I’m going to be sick,” I confess.
 “You do look a little pale.”  I shoot him a dark glare. “Let’s just go 
to your appointment. Maybe Dr. O’Hara will be able to prescribe you 
something.”
 “Can I have your jacket?” I ask. A sudden cold feeling takes over me, 
and as I roll into Jason’s outstretched jacket I see the woman standing at the 
end of the street.  Her smile is gone and her eyes are narrowed right at me.
I hold the file with two hands as we enter the hospital silent and worried.  We 
had read through numerous donor files.  There was no way Jason and I could 
have missed a thing.
 Michael Hazzard was 6’1, 33, Caucasian.  His interests included sports, 
specifically the New York Knicks, Mets, and Jets.
 “Poor guy,” Jason had joked. “At least we know our child can handle 
disappointment.”
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 I grab a magazine and sit in the waiting room as Jason signs us in.  As 
I flip through the pages, I notice a bulletin posted on the board beside me.  
A headline from yesterday’s paper reads: Disgraced Dr. Rudolph Gambro 
Skips Town Following Accusations of Malpractice!
 I don’t have time to read more.  The baby kicks so violently, I fall to the 
floor. The pain is so blinding I can barely register the sound of my husband’s 
voice shouting my name.  By the time I come to, I’m in an examination room 
with my back on a table and my legs up in stirrups.
 “…It’s a shame that man turned out to be a criminal,” I hear my doctor 
say.  “I loved that store. Knew the family, too. Very nice people. Owned that 
whole strip for decades.”
 “The whole strip?” Jason asks, then looks down at me.
 “Anyway welcome back, Whitney. I hope you’re feeling better.”  Dr. 
O’Hara smiles brightly at me.
 “Not at all. Nothing about this pregnancy has been how I imagined it,” 
I say, my voice quivering. “I wake up in the middle of the night, and it’s like 
the baby’s have a seizure in there.”
 If there’s a note of concern in the doctor’s mind, she doesn’t show it.    
“Are you noticing any night sweats? Cramping? Any blood in your urine?”
 “Is there an all the above option?”
 “Let’s take a look at the little one,” she says, first pressing the cool end 
of her stethoscope to my belly.
 “Pulse is good. Mom’s is a little quick, but understandably given your 
concerns.”
 “I’ve had four fevers in the last 3 months, numerous doctor visits.  I 
don’t sleep. I can barely eat or keep food down. Something is wrong, doctor.”
 “That’s impossible. You’ve just started your second trimester.”
 “Am I going to be okay?” I ask the doctor, and an immense feeling of 
gratitude floods through me as I feel Jason’s hand grab mine.
 “There appear to be some minor irregularities with your pregnancy. 
Have you contacted the donor?  Were there any health issues listed in his file 
you may have overlooked.”
 I look at Jason (ignore the fact that he’s on his phone), and recall our 
afternoon trip before this appointment. “We tried.  No one can reach him.”
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 “I’ll ask for a second opinion. In the meantime, my nurse will prep you 
for your ultrasound.”  The nurse squirts jelly onto my stomach as Dr. O’Hara 
turns the monitor on.  “Lie back and try to relax.”
 “Jason, would you turn that off and see your baby?” I say as sweetly as 
I can.  While waiting for the doctor, he had been scrolling through the News 
App on his phone and was now live broadcasting a local station.
 Despite the low volume, I could hear the reporter saying, “… having 
filled all the samples with his own specimens.  This major scandal has 
resulted in the immediate closure of the Woodbury Fertility Clinic and the 
culprit has now been arrested.  Three deaths have been confirmed and dozens 
of miscarriages have been reported.  He is quoted saying, ‘As long as one is 
born, I have succeeded’.”
 “Alright, there…er,” Dr. O’Hara pauses, squinting at the monitor. “Er, 
there it is, I suppose.”
 “Excuse me?” I say.
 “What’s the sex?” Jason asks excitedly. 
 “I – I don’t know. A girl?”
 I blink.  “You don’t sound so sure.”
 “Well, there’s no…er…thing, so it’s not a boy, but…” the doctor stares 
at the ultrasound – the juddering noise of the machine matching the wild 
rhythm of my own heart.  “That face,” she finally says. “There’s something not 
right about that face.”
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 There was a faint smell of burning coming from the oven, so I knew 
the mozzarella sticks were done at least. I rush over, put an oven mitt on, 
take the mozz sticks out and set them on the stove. They were definitely 
black around the edges, but still perfectly edible. I set my oven mitt aside, 
but notice something odd out of the corner of my eye. What used to be the 
floorboards in front of my fridge had now turned into an open space on the 
floor with two visible steps leading down. It was not only strange that the 
floorboards disappeared out of the blue, but also that anything like stairs 
would exist beneath it given that I live on the third floor of my apartment 
building. I had to see what the hell was going on so I looked closer at the 
opening. It only got darker the deeper I went, nothing but the void when I 
reached my hand out. But like most problems relating to my apartment, the 
best course of action to me was to cover up the problem and act surprised 
when someone else noticed. I put some kitchen towels over it and put a sign 
up saying that it was leaking from the fridge.
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 Some say the only fear one should have is fear itself. This, however, is 
objectively false. I must tell you, there is but one object that strikes fear in the 
hearts of men. It is the pure embodiment of horror and it has been known 
to terrorize countless people over the years. In order to tell this story, I must 
bring it into perspective. 
 It was quite the fateful day at Game-exchange. Trevor had walked in, 
anticipating nothing more than the purchase of a game or two to encourage 
his fatal procrastination to which he had no aversion. As he walked in, he 
first noticed the flickering lights and subsequently, the ominous green ooze 
coming from the walls. He knew this was no ordinary store. The employee 
at the counter was not phased, however, as it was none other than the Hash-
Slinging Slasher. Mr. Slasher had no expression on his face, Trevor noticed, 
to which he sought further investigation. In fact, the slasher had no signs of 
life whatsoever, which made our protagonist wonder what was going on. He 
glanced down only to find a controller for a game at the feet of the speechless 
slasher. Be wary though, as this was not just any ordinary controller. It was 
the sacred, critically-acclaimed Donkey Kong bongos from Donkey Konga 
1, 2 and 3, as well as Donkey Kong Jungle Beat. Trevor knew of the bongos, 
but had not been graced with their presence with his own eyes before. He 
had to have them. He proceeded to hand the lifeless slasher the money on 
the counter and take the bongos with him. Little did he know, these Bongos 
were possessed by the spirit of Nintendo’s favorite gorilla himself. He rushed 
home to plug the bongos into his game and instantly became deeply obsessed 
with them. He used them for every game, even the ones virtually impossible 
to play with bongos because he knew; they were truly perfect and designed 
by the greatest of craftsmen. Trevor didn’t sleep, nor did he eat, while owning 
the bongos since he felt as though they began to control his every thought 
and action. His friends and family became increasingly worried about his 
wellbeing since all they could hear at all hours of the day were those fucking 
bongos. As the days and weeks went on, Trevor’s soul was being constantly 
chipped away at by the evil that lurked within the controller. Eventually, our 
protagonist was no more. This is why we don’t mess with the kong. 
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 It’s like looking out over a sheet of bubble wrap. Don’t you want to get 
your thumbs in there and just start popping?
 This story begins with the start of my life. I’m a pumpkin, all alone in 
a pumpkin patch. Surrounded by other pumpkins, no doubt, but all alone. 
Because all of these pumpkins are blank. They’re empty, they’re nothing.  
 All they have inside are fistfuls of slimy meat and seeds! I’m the only 
real creature here.
 And so I go through life, being alone. Growing, maturing, not really 
knowing why, not really knowing what I was made for. I have some vague 
intimations. Am I supposed to get eaten? Am I just animal fodder? Is 
someone going to pitch me off of a roof for some kind of prank? I don’t get it.
But still, I grow. I’m a whole healthy person now, not just a little sprout on the 
end of a stem. I’m going through life. I’ve been fed, watered, rested, all of my 
needs were met by the loving benefactors of life, and yet I’m still completely 
alone. Nobody is real except for me.
 The loneliness is maddening. I’m not asking for much. I’m just 
asking for one other real being. But I look around, and all I see are these 
empty, featureless faces, all the same, all devoid of meaning. That feeling 
of loneliness brews. It ferments. It turns into something darker, something 
seething, cooped up all by itself with nowhere to go. How dare these 
pumpkins take up space in my patch? This is my patch. I’m the only one with 
the capacity to own it. I’m the only one who’s real.
 Then one sleepless night, it hits me. A revelation, like looking at 
an animal in the sky until you realize it’s just a cloud. Every one of these 
pumpkins is a blank canvas. They’re asking to be remade. By presenting me 
with their featureless forms, they’re asking me to give them faces. It’s just us, 
in this little pumpkin town together. It’s not like they’re going to stop me.
 I stand up. For what feels like the first time in my life, I stand. I feel 
around until I find what I’m looking for. I’m not much of an artist, but 
sometimes inspiration strikes a person, and I’ve been well and truly struck. 
There are so many of these bland faceless pumpkins and so little time.
 Before long, I find what I’m looking for. A nice carving knife. I head 
back up and start with the nearest one to me. The nearest faceless thing. 
This is the best day of my life. I’m not going to be alone anymore. It’s okay if 
they’re mad, it’s okay if they’re not my friends. All they have to do is finally 
start to truly exist.

“The Only Jack-O’-Lantern” | Nathan Schmidt ‘21
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 I can hear the nearest pumpkin screaming as I close in. “NO! JACK! 
PLEASE!” But I’ve set my mind to it now. There’s no going back. I kneel down 
and start my artistic endeavor, not minding the warmth or the wetness of 
the blank unfeeling pumpkin meat. My first face is a big smile, with deep-cut 
triangles for the eyes and nose, and a happy toothy grin for the mouth. It’s 
great.
 When it’s done, I look down at my work, and it’s glowing. A faint light 
is coming from within. The light of its soul, I think, finally able to shine out 
thanks to my work. And I realize, looking at the sticky mess in front of me, 
that this is my duty. I’m the only real pumpkin in the patch, but it doesn’t 
have to be that way forever. It’ll take time, but I can turn these shapeless 
gourds into the lanterns of light that had always been waiting to be.
 One by one, I’ll work them all over. I’ll transform them. They don’t 
have to thank me for it. It feels good to be doing this work. Pop-pop-pop, like 
bubble wrap on the sheet. I could ask for nothing more.
 I’m pretty sure the last pumpkin face I carve is going to be my own.
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It flew in from somewhere west
It fled as it once came 
It frightened all of us who saw it
It only said one word
HONK

The butcher nearly cut his hand
The baker almost burned down his shop
The candlestick maker doesn’t exist
The thing that came into all our lives
HONK

My father once saw it come through the radio
My mother swore it came from the washing machine
My brothers tell me it wouldn’t shut up on the TV
My eyes only show me as it really is
HONK

It’s just a normal goose
That flew in once a fall ago
It never got up and we ate it
And now it’s here
HONK

I tried to touch the goose
I felt it disappear into bright lights
I thought it would be over
I believed that until I saw the eggs
I just wanted to scream
And the eggs began to crack
honk

“HONK” | Brandon Robles ‘22
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Black is the cauldron as black is the night,
That’s heart burning flesh,
Sends light burning bright.
In the room of the fire,
Cast on shadows of old,
I sit in feared wonder,
As new horrors unfold,
As the ghosts and the spirits do rise from the floor,
As they swirl past the walls,
Of demon’s eyes red with scorn,
And I sit between, the night and the day,
In this room full of evil on Halloween day.

But thrust from my seat by a scream from the sky,
I run to the window and look quickly outside,
As shadows hurl past in horrific surprise.
And outside I go with my eyes transfixed,
I see witches on brooms, made of sticks,
And turning, I looked around and saw,
For I saw a black cat raise a paw.
As the nightmare above, is the nightmare below,
As the forest before me,
Gives deaths haunting moan,
So run do I now, searching for mortalities reach,
But the road is endless,
As no nightmare does not teach.
And as the orange blackened Earth,
Swirls its curse ‘round my mind,
All the horrors that we every night seem to find,
Do come into living in Halloween time.

Till I cover my head and face toward the ground,
As I hear witches cackle, and all terrors aloud,
A silence does come now and all swiftly away,
For the nightmares are gone as the new sun does play,
But into the trees I see them in spite,
Waiting for new terrors,
Next Halloween night.

“Halloween” | Brendan McMahon ‘20
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This isn’t the kind of fear you get from watching a horror movie, or going to a 
haunted house.

This is the kind of fear you get from falling.

Not from falling down the stairs, falling off a bridge, or falling behind on 
homework. 

This is the kind of fear you get from falling for someone else.

This is the kind of fear you get when you fall out of control over your 
emotions, because another person gains power over them. 

Falling fast, falling naturally, falling head over heels.

Falling relentlessly, falling recklessly, you couldn’t stop it even if you tried to. 

Two paths miraculously crossed and two separate lives fall together, basking 
in the comfort of shared experiences and mutual understanding of one 

another.

Words fall out of your mouths at a fast pace, creating continuous 
conversation which cultivates a clear connection. 

Time falls into a blur, as you spend countless days and hours together. 

The wall guarding your heart starts to fall as you eagerly open up. 

Opening up leads hands, lips, and hearts to fall interlocked. 

Feelings fleetingly fall into place.

Your mind frantically falls into spiral loops, consumed by thoughts of them. 

The fall feels frightening, but my dear, do not fight it. 

Do not fight the fright.

No matter what happens, you will be alright.  

“Falling into the Funk of Fall” | Erica Lynch ‘22
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Jack Be Nimble
Jack Be Quick
Jack went and slipped on an oil slick

Jack Be Gracious 
Jack Be Wary
Jack went through something 
completely scary

Jack Be Sorry
Jack Be Alive
Jack didn’t know if he would survive

Jack Be Gone
Jack Be Dumb
Jack didn’t know why he felt numb

Jack Be Eerie
Jack Be Plump
Jack became a head with only a stump

Jack Be Legend
Jack Be Mythology
Jack didn’t understand plant biology

Jack Be Weird
Jack Be Bumpkin
Jack’s whole head became a pumpkin

Jack Be Scared
Jack Be Worried
Jack’s head evolved quickly and 
hurried

Jack Be Mad
Jack Be South
Jack realized he didn’t have a mouth

Jack Be Grim
Jack Be Glad
Until some kids noticed he was sad

Jack Be Funny
Jack Be Eyeraiser
Jack turned white when he saw the 
razor

Jack Be Moving
Jack Be In Turmoil
Jack’s face bits fell onto the soil

Jack Be Hot
Jack Be Handle
Jack felt the fire of the candle

Jack Be Furious
Jack Be A Lantern
Jack knew his life took a dark turn

Jack Be Depressed
Jack Be Alone
Jack wants company or else he’ll groan

“Nimble Lil’ Lantern” | Brandon Robles ‘22
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You’ve 
 Got 
To wonder 
What it is 
That made up the mind 
Of 
The 
Great 
Edgar 
Allan 
Poe.

Was his mind 
Arranged 
Eerily 
In design 
 Like the house 
 Of Usher 
 With its eye-like 
 Windows? 

Did many 
Of his thoughts 
Begin with 
A 
 Dull, 
  Dark,
   And soundless day?
I think 
Of his
“Tell-Tale 
Heart” 
 And 
  The 
   Poor 
    Old 
     Man’s 
      Fate— 

“Into the Blood-Curdling Mind of Edgar Allan Poe” | Margaret Moore ‘19
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His body,
 Dismembered,
Under the floorboards.

Oh, 
How it sends 
Shivers 
Down 
My 
Spine.  

Yet 
 All the gore,
  And the horror, too,
Has won 
Poe 
Great fame.

For no one 
Can invoke 
The thrills,
Chills, 
And 
Near-stomach-ills 
Quite 
Like 
Poe.

Indeed,
He has 
Mastered 
The fine art.

Indeed, 
His mind 
Is one of the most 
 Blood-curdling 
Places 
That readers 
Can go.
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Clap.

I had heard it once again. The applause. I once believed that it was part of my 
imagination, some sort of ego construct. But after I had written one that was 
complete garbage, I had heard them once again.

Clap. Clap.

I left my family to become a musician. Was there nothing more to forget 
my mother’s pleas and my father barking his rancid breath at me? A 
businessman, hah! I wouldn’t be trapped by the working man’s burden, nor 
would I ever in my life. But this, this is a new burden I casted upon myself. 
The musician’s lucid nightmare.

Clap. Clap. Clap.

I heard them once at my first performance. Never play pop at a metal 
concert. Everyone had shouted for me to leave, to grovel, to never show my 
face again. Then I heard it. The clapping. I believed I was just too pitiful on 
myself that I imagined the whole thing.

Clap. Clap. Clap. Clap.

Dear god, it happened every time I went down. The insults, the names, 
everything. Everything that made me the failure of a musician, all of it, me!

But what did that matter? Not while there’s someone clapping.

Clap. Clap. Clap. Clap. Clap.

I screamed and cried. I tore apart my room, hellbent on finding whoever 
was mocking me all these years. Giving me the insufferable pity every time 
I played. Mr. Sharp, that was my stage name. Some sharp person I was then, 
now it’s just Mister or “Mr. Nowhere”. 

“The Stranger’s Applaud” | Brandon Robles ‘22
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Because that’s where I was.

Clap. Clap. Clap. Clap.

Trapped in this third rate audience sitcom of a life.

Clap. Clap. Clap.

I tore through the poster hanging above my bed. But what I found was worse 
than I feared.

Clap. Clap.

The white void, the silhouette hands. They were just there, behind the poster, 
behind my life. And all they did was clap. And clap. And clap. And clap.

I looked in horror, my life nothing more than an amusement to them. Then I 
heard something from the other side. 

Clap.

“Play us another, Mr. Nowhere.”
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The boy quested out to the garden, in search of fun and play,
He wandered past the open door, which the wind swung closed away,
He wandered past the flowers to the open field,
Under cloud covered sky the green held still,
Through the field he roamed as the rising windblown grass,
Up to beyond the slope of the nearby hill,
And Onwards to deep wooded pass.
The boy reached the edge of the wood,
And heard the melody of eternities silence dwell,
And marched on past the ancient column of trees,
Into the place where dreams lose their spell.
Deeper and deeper into the woods the boy did dwell,
Until he came to a clearing and within its middle the largest tree,
But the other trees seemed to face their backs to it,
As towards it no branches dared to skeem,
But its attraction grew ever stronger as the white flowers at the tree’s base held,
A beauty in the forest’s bosom, in a place not of their own.
The boy wandered up as the hushed breeze soon exhaled,
And his hair did play around under the tree’s great black leafing quail.
He walked around its side, watching its surface curve in girth,
Until he came around to the other side and saw something rooted in the Earth.

It was a stone of greyish complexion, no more than four feet high,
That stood in the earth with the tree wrapped around,
Its edges on every side,
But their seemed to be some lettering on its surface that mold did hide,
So the boy, so curious in himself, whipped it off to see what he could find,
Once whipped the boy stood back and looked with great confusion,
For the writing on the stone it seemed, to be some great illusion,
English letters but no words he knew, on the stone that he did find,
And they are written out here in honest note in the spelling they defined,
“Ke yama ke ya kama,
Ke uma ke ya uma,
Ze ima ze zu ima,
Ke zuy yunganai.”
The boy in interest read out the words on the stone that held unknown,
He read them out in the deep woodland, far away from his home.
And then the surface of the Earth it seemed did rumble and shake,
And the wind in the trees did scream,

“The Nightmare” | Brendan McMahon ‘20
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As the Earth before the stone did lower and change to yellow in its glow,
The boy about to turn back, felt the floor drop from below,
He slips down under the tree, into a darkness never foreseen,
Upon a slimy uncontrolled path below, but this horror was not a dream,
As the speed in eternal darkness grew the boy let out an awful scream.

And landed safely on the ground,
In a chamber never before seen.

The chamber walls looked of orange flesh and beyond the floor was also orange
And red as great fire set,
He saw great orange oozing columns rise, around the room’s hexagonal sides,
And saw a seat under each column set, and a black throne at the end of the line,
In the middle was a lit fire of red and purple spite,
As faces in it did appear, that gave the poor boy great fright.
Suddenly a haunting chime did start from somewhere beyond the ceiling high,
And a rustling sound did swirl about, from behind the walls that he did lie.

And out from above did he watch, horrific figures entered here,
Unseen in their faces and their bodies, cloaked in dark robes at every side,
An eternity of darkness did the shadows of no faces hold,
As even the light that glared from the fire, did not make the visage unfold,
The did not seem to notice the boy, as he trembled and quaked with fear,
But took their seats under all eight columns, seeming to wait for something 
dear.

And then the one at the great black throne, in the dark and purple robe,
Moved it sleeve into his cloak for something inside the folds,
And to the boy’s horror it produced an object, a skull of unknown type,
But the true terror was the creature’s hand that grasped the skull’s empty mind,
It was a slimy, scaly, dark green hand, with only four long fingers to be precise,
That wrapped with no joints around the skull and placed it down to lie.
Then the creature again began to speak, but their speak is mere horror’s define,
And said again what’s on the stone, with a gurgling raptured speech,

“Ke yama ke ya kama,
Ke uma ke ya uma,
Ze ima ze zu ima,
Ke zuy yunganai.”
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And from the three holes of the three eyed skull, came a glow of purple light,
As the purple and green fire of faces rose to the ceiling as column of fright,
And the foul things unknown, in their cloaks continued to moan,
Those horrid words as things unfold, and terror takes its throne.
Then from the ceiling ghosts did appear,
As dropping dewdrops of untamed fear,
That formed into beings swirling about, filling the room with bodies clear,
The faces lost in time and depth, looked at nothing as they swirled and wept,
Till they all swirled around the flaming column as the creatures in their 
cloaks did chant,
And the fire pulled the souls into it, and the skull began to laugh,
‘Twas then that the spirits open their mouths and as a moan produced the 
words,
In English that the foulest ones held dear,
To predict the unpredictable,
To expect the unexpectable,
To imagine the unimaginable,
To see the unforeseen.
They stated this verse as they swirled around,
As the orange room began to howl, and the skulls three eyes laughed aloud,
And the cloaked foul ones did continue to chant,
And the fire continued to burn and chant,
The boy seeing death as what this must be, held to the ground in terror three,
And looked up as the last swirling fear cloaked in torment brought away,
The very last hope of the day,
And faded quickly then to black,
As the boy up resting with a tree to his back,
Not in terror but near the cemetery,
Not too far from home, and sweet dream’s rest and weary,
Hold glad had he been that ‘twas only a nightmare,
As he walked quickly away,
As the cemetery stood behind its gate,
And in it words on stones did read,
To predict the unpredictable,
To expect the unexpectable,
To imagine the unimaginable,
To see the unforeseen.
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Today I smelled a rotten scent
Coming from the entire class
Smelled like teen anguish
I finished a little earlier than everyone else

Then I smelled something burning 
My friend had but twelve seconds 
To turn in 8 pages worth of a class
I stepped out for a shot of water

I got to my locker for the needed books
A very sour smell came from a girl crying
About how her first year wasn’t magical
I closed my locker and left

When I got home, there was a disgusting musk
Either I was smelling the usual 
Or something had happened in the family
I went into my room and listened to Bowie

It was night when I smelled wet dog
From the wall, scratching could be heard
Rapid, but not good enough
I went to the bathroom

I passed by my siblings’ room
I smelled sweaty men and rancid breaths
They need to wake up on time for the bus
I brushed my teeth

I got into bed before I picked up a scent
Smell of paint and gas
Coming from shouting neighbours
I turned off the lights and slept

I woke up from my sleep
I could smell something strange
But It wasn’t my bed or my clothes
But my realization that I was afraid

“I Can Smell Fear, Don’t Ask Why” | Brandon Robles ‘22
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Ghosts.
The lampposts are not.
But the fog does tickle
And curl about the sun.

Down the street,
The cobblestones sweat in ware,
And the flower’s beauty is shrouded,
From the traveler’s stare.
It is true the fog does play its tricks
Upon our minds,
That darkens and fades to shapes,
That blow past the child’s eye.

But on the quiet street,
After the barking hound flees inside,
The fog does not create something new,
For something real is there inside.

A solemn shade, thin as a post,
Does whisk up through the fog,
That’s sides dance and swirl about,
And the sky does cry.

A step, a step! Oh what fear!
What ghost, what goblin,
What ghoul is here?
A step, a step, on cobbled stone,
And the frightening whirl,
Makes coffins moan!

“A Figure in a Foggy Street” | Brendan McMahon ‘20
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A step, a step! The shadow grows so,
That’s ghostly hands make weathered walls their own!
And closer, and closer, the figure rolls,
My window glass fogs,
Am I safe in my home?

But see now, see! The shadow is here!
Does this wall of grey wish to come in I fear!
I wait for the fog to rap upon my door,
The ghostly spirit flows on the floor.

But wait!

Something does come out,
From the foggy streets below,
It slips under damp flowers,
The hydrangeas forlorn,
Could it be as bad as I
Had thought before?

A flash!
The bold flight of the sun pokes through,
Giving me from my desk clear view,
Of a great relief of the sweat to stop,
For on the flowerpot a paw does drop.
And him so noble, perched in his stoop,
With a dark faded face and white chest profuse.
How could I fear of that a monster’s attack,
Is nothing more than my neighbor’s pet cat.
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 The scariest thing I’ve ever done? Oh, that’s easy. One time I ran off a 
mountain. Literally, ran off a mountain. It was a really big mountain, in the 
Swiss Alps to be exact. I parachuted off it attached to a tiny woman named 
Sonya. I randomly picked her out of a hat. I could’ve gotten a tall handsome 
Swiss boy. I would’ve gladly jumped off a mountain with one of them, but 
instead I got Sonya. Sonya who was half my height and Sonya who spoke 
very little words. When she spoke, she only spoke about one thing: beer. 
Different types of beer. Did I like beer? Have I tried Swiss beer yet? No, 
Sonya, I have not. No, I’m here. With you. About to run off a mountain. 
Although, I wouldn’t mind a glass right about now…. 
 Sonya strapped the two of us together. She told me she’d say: “One, 
two, three, GO!” and then run. So, she one, two, and three’d and I ran. I ran 
until I was just kicking air. 
 I looked down after a moment to see no ground. Just trees, trees, and 
more trees. Soon everything was the size of ants. It didn’t feel real. I was 
floating in the air with Sonya. We were flying. Really flying. 
 Then we dipped a little and I peed a little. Just a smidge. 
 Sonya looked at me and smiled. “Want to do tricks?” she asked. 
 “I’m good,” I replied shakily, staring back at the very far to reach 
ground. 
 Part of me thought, hey– I could die right now. I could fall from the 
sky attached to a woman named Sonya and ruin someone’s day. But the other 
part of me, well the other part of me was thrilled. I was flying like an eagle. 
Flying like an eagle attached to a woman named Sonya. 

“Scariest Thing I’ve Ever Done? Run Off a Mountain” | Katherine Klima ‘20
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 The Halloween of my 8th grade started with two brothers that lived 
up the block from me: Andrew and Brady. They were both terrors in their 
own special way. Brady was notorious for trying to run us over with his truck 
as we played in the street. Meanwhile, Andrew chose the more physical and 
personal route. The Halloween of my 7th grade had been spent running 
away from Andrew and his gaggle of gross friends as they chased me and my 
friends around the neighborhood. I hid in a muddy pit behind an old boat 
for thirty minutes before we knew the coast was clear. 
 So, the next Halloween, I decided it was time to return the favor. 
It would be the year I stole toilet paper from my cabinet and hid it in my 
trick-or-treat bag. It was the year only one of my friends had the guts to join 
me. It was the year I finally decided to stick it to the man.
 I took that Scotts role of toilet paper and wrapped it around Brady 
and Andrew’s crisp ferns as if I was mummifying them. It was extremely 
juvenile, but positively brilliant at the same time. When me and my friend 
stepped back from our own little Frankenstien creation that night, I couldn’t 
help but awe at our masterpiece. It was as if a perfect, fresh blanket of snow 
covered the ferns and were waiting for some uncontrollable force to destroy 
its perfection. 
 It only got better when I started to feel raindrops hit the top of my 
head. Looking up at the sky, I knew that in that moment there was a God and 
he was smiling upon me. 
 The next day at the bus stop I grinned widely as clumps of wet toilet 
paper stuck to the ferns like sad ghosts. Everyone stared, especially at 
Andrew and Brady who emerged from behind the spitballed bushes with 
frustrated glances and pink tints in their cheeks. 
 I still call it the Halloween of my silent F.U. My small act of justice 
against two arrogant brothers. 

“Revenge” | Katherine Klima ‘20
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